Illuminated Rose Heart
This workshop is based on the energies and messages that Eunjung and Yves have received through their
magical, heartful journey through Southern France and Greece.
Through various channelings, language of light, new light wave transmissions and sound healing
modalities, we will merge together with the divine masculine, divine feminine and divine child and navigate
into a liquid and multi-dimensional reality. Therefore we will learn how to discover and live our unique
divine destiny. We go in depth into the Illuminated Rose Heart and will receive and integrate Isis star
wisdom and anchor the Eternal Spring of Life and Tree of Light within ourselves.
As a group, we will connect to the Universal Flower of Life, weave sacred geometry in our etheric, spiritual
bodies, and sing the songs of the heart and creations. We will explore creation principles such as burning
away all matrices and unwanted energies, going into the void with the help of Black Madonna, creating
from the clear vision of the heart and dancing between creative inspiration / intuition (Water) and
manifestation /action (Fire). In this workshop, teachings and messages will be mostly from Isis, Jeshua &
Mary Magdalene and other masters of light and the star council.
We will take a powerful multi-dimensional journey restructuring our light bodies into a much higher state
of light vibrations through initiations and activations of the Illuminated Rose Heart, Eternal Spring of Life
and the Tree of Light which will assist us greatly in shaping our divine destiny. Participants will learn and
experience:











Sharing of new symbolisms: Rose, Holy Grail, Tree of Life, Tree of Light, Eternal Spring of Life, Fluid
consciousness
New ways of clearing and transforming old and unwanted energies
Star wisdom and messages from Goddess Isis
Activating Illuminated Rose Heart: White Rose of Innocence, Ruby Rose of Passion and Golden Rose
of Enlightenment
Anchor Eternal Spring of Life and Tree of Light
Seeding and activation of new codes of fluid consciousness
Weaving light matrix within your light body through sacred geometry, sounds and images of light
orbs (Slide show will be played)
Creation principles of divine will and choice; dancing between creative inspiration / intuition
(Water) and manifestation / action (Fire)
Initiation into the Illuminated Rose Heart through energies of Isis, Mary Magdalene and Jeshua
(Merging of Divine Masculine, Divine Feminine and Divine Child)
New light wave transmission that will help you expand your multi-dimensional awareness and
ability to communicate with other realms through various channelings, language of light, and sound
healing

Eunjung and Yves help planetary healers and conscious trail-blazers to activate their divine imagination, live life
magically, and share their gifts with the world using their multi-dimensional tool kits. They have travelled to more
than 30 countries to facilitate workshops and ceremonies. www.latriaterranova.com & www.yvesnager.com

